
YOGA WITH SHAWNA  
Code of Ethics Statement Acknowledgement and Acceptance 

I agree I: 
1) shall not display favoritism or preferential treatment to one student or group of students over others. 
2) shall not interact with any client/student except in a professional relationship that supports the approved 
goals/mission statement of YWS. The only exception is if you had a relationship with the person prior to 
coming into the studio. You understand this is not a social experience but a professional job. 
3) Shall not enter into any business relationship with students or their families  
4) Shall not have outside contact (other than accidental contact) with student/client, his/her family or close 
associated except for activities approved that are an integral part of the YWS program 
5) shall noy enter into an emotional and/or social relationships with students/clients  
6) shall noy “Friend” clients/students on social media or contact patients through any other social networking 
site aside from the YWS official social media site.  
7) shall not engage in any form of physical or pscyocola abuse with any client/student/staff  including but not 
limited to sexual abuse, phsyical punishment, sexual harsasment or any other action intended to humilate, 
threatne or explorit another 
8) shall not engage in any behavior that is criminal in nature or that would bring discredit to YWS.  
9) shall not use this YWS as a networking opportunity or opportunity to solicit business in anyway 
10) shall adhere to all ethical stands of your professional accordance with application certification and/or 
licensure rules 
11) shall report any violation of any company policy 
12) shall abide by all patient confidentiality polices of YWS including requirements for confidentiality of records 
and communication regarding clients/students served. Information regarding the presence, participating, 
service, progress or opinion of a client/student shall not be divulged verbally or nonverbally without written 
consent or authorization of the individual except if allowed by company policy. 
13) shall not distciminate againt studetns/clients/staff on the basis of race, color, religion, relgious dress, 
grooming practices, sex, gender identification, gender aexpression, age, natioal ordgin, anecry, breastfedding 
or medical confistions, miliatry status, marial staaus, pregancy or percieved prgenancy, sexual orgientation, or 
any other. 
14) Any activity considered illegal, improper or wasteful must be immediately reported.  
15) All marketing practices should abide by the YWS confidentiality procedures: client/student identifiable 
information such as use of video, photography, audio, may only be sued with the expression of written 
permission of the student/client/staff 
16) Nothing is to be stolen at YWS including but not limited  money, retail (all money and retail is to be 
accounted for in all records kept), others belongings, client information, YWS curriculum, business model, 
protocol, classes, healing services, unique offerings like Reiki Clinic and the YWS reiki and yoga style, etc. You 
are taught to be freed of your insecurities and liberated to uniquely present your own unique interpretation of 
the medicine..  
17) Clients/students should not be touched for any reason with the only exception of crystals being place on 
the body (with permission of the student/client) and they are not to be placed on sensitive regions of the body 
or anywhere that can make the person feel uncomfortable 
 
Signature: 
Printed Name: 
Title:  
Date: 



  


